
Magic Doctor:CEO Lady's Humble Husband

Chapter 1944

The bustle on the street is theirs. Chen Fei didn't pay

attention to it at all. After buying herbs, he went back

to the villa.

She made herbal medicine for Zhuo Qingyu and guided her

to practice. It's afternoon.

Chen Fei is about to get up and move. Suddenly, a quarrel

comes.

Chen Fei sneered, his eyes suddenly sank, looked at Gao

Han and said harshly, "kill your brother? You overestimate

Gao Lei and your family

"You're going to kill my younger brother. What's wrong with

me to do something to your younger brother?"

Smell speech, Gao Han is also face with anger, clench teeth

way: "surname Chen, all this time, you still want to set

up memorial archway.". If you hadn't done this to my

brother, what would have happened today? "

Then Chen Fei looked at Gao Han, his eyes sank down, and

said harshly, "originally, I wanted to explain to you well,

but you actually did it to my apprentice, so don't blame

me for being impolite."

Chen Fei turned to see her one eye, revealing a reassuring

look, and said in a voice: "stand behind me, with me, it

will be OK."
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"Master!" Zhuo light language Leng for a while to return

to God, the heart has a lingering fear of looking at Chen

Fei.

For a moment, Gao Han falters and takes a few steps back

to stabilize her body.

What's more, the streamer contains turbulent energy, which

also bounces Gao Han's whole body back.

At the last moment, Qi almost hit Zhuo light language. Chen

Fei makes a bold move, and a flash of lightning rushes out,

blocking Gao Han's strength.

Although Gao Han's action has been very fast, Chen Fei's

action is faster.

At the moment, Gao Han, full of anger and hatred, gritted

her teeth and said, "since you don't admit it, my family

name is Chen. Then I'll give my hand to your apprentice

first, and let you taste my pain. "

Zhuo light language wants to dodge, but it is too late.

There was a look of horror in his eyes, and the expression

on his face began to twist.

Almost in the blink of an eye, Gao Han has already hit Zhuo

light language. The turbulent Zhenyuan breath, with a

crazy killing intention, attacks Zhuo light language.



However, Gao Han, who is qualified to participate in the

trials, has reached the initial level of Tian level. Zhuo

Qingyu can't be his opponent.

Although Zhuo light language under the guidance of Chen

Fei, the strength of rapid progress.

"You, you, what a master Chen!" Gao Han's eyes are scarlet.

As soon as she turns her eyes, she suddenly moves. She

gathers Zhenyuan in her hand and rushes to Zhuo light

language.

Zhuo light language also voice way: "I at that time hand

have propriety, just some skin and flesh injury, can't be

we do."

Chen Fei gently frowned and said, "believe it or not, I

have said that his current situation has nothing to do with

me."

"An arm, that's all?" Gao Han was full of anger. "My brother,

surnamed Chen, was fine when he came out this morning. When

I got home at noon, I became like this. I only had a conflict

with your master and apprentice. Now you say you didn't

do it. Do you think I will believe it? "

Chen Fei said faintly: "I said it's not me, it's not me.

I just broke Gao Lei's arm. It won't be like this. "

"Chen Fei, this is the case, you still want to quibble!"

Gao Han stares at Chen Fei, his fists creaking.

However, Chen Fei shook his head and said, "I just said

Gao Lei was very weak, but I didn't say he was caused by

me."



"You admit it yourself!" Gao Han grits her teeth and looks

at Chen Fei with hatred in her eyes.

But at the moment, Chen Fei takes a look at Zhuo Qingyu,

and then looks at Gao Lei on the stretcher. His eyes

suddenly change and he says: "Gao Lei's condition is really

serious. I'm very weak. I'm afraid I can't last a week

without treatment. "

"You lied, we were --" Zhuo light language was about to

explain.

"Acting?" Smell speech, Gao Han eyebrows mercilessly

twitch for a while, the face is full of anger, a lift the

stretcher on Gao Lei's quilt, gritting his teeth way, "my

brother was you hurt like this? Our Gao family went to the

doctor of the capital imperial hospital, but there was no

way to cure them. But you said, "it's just a slight lesson."

Without waiting for Chen Fei to speak, Zhuo whispered in

a voice: "are you trying to blackmail my master? At that

time, my master and I didn't do much at all. We just taught

him a lesson. You are acting too much when you are dying

"Today, I'm here to get justice for my brother." Gao Han

said coldly, "my brother Gao Lei just said a few words of

nonsense, and Mr. Chen beat my brother so seriously. I need

you to give me an explanation for this?"

Gao Han hums coldly: "it's me."

"Your brother?" Chen Fei looks at the tall and straight

man with a look of inquiry on his face, "are you Gao Han?"



Smell speech, that figure tall and straight man,

immediately cold hum a, stare to Zhuo light language, cold

voice way: "how to return a responsibility?"? My brother

was seriously injured by you, and now he is dying. Do you

still ask me what's going on? "

Chen Fei frowned, at this time Zhuo light language also

came out, see in front of the situation, can't help but

be one of surprised, "this is how to return a

responsibility?"………

"Can you tell me something about master Chen's conflict

with Gao Lei?"

"Master Chen, how do you deal with this matter?"

"Master Chen, did you hurt people?"

"Chen Fei is out, Mr. Chen is out."

When they saw Cao Chen Fei come out, they all burst into

excitement and rushed forward.

Then there was a group of reporters with long guns and short

guns.

Behind the man, there were four men carrying a stretcher

with a person lying on it. Chen Fei quickly recognized the

man on the stretcher. It was Gao Lei who had just been

taught a lesson by Chen Fei.

On the other side stood a tall and straight man, about

twenty-seven or twenty-eight years old. The man's sword

eyebrows are Starry, and his body exudes a sense of pride

and sharpness.



Walking to the door, the security guard stopped him with

a look of vigilance and anxiety.

Disorderly voice, let Chen Fei frown, issued a sharp drink,

walked toward the door, "what's the matter?"

………

"If you mess around again, I'll call the police."

"Let Chen Fei and Zhuo light language roll out!"

"It's a private place. It's illegal for you to break into

it."

"Master can't be humiliated. I, Chen Fei, have killed more

than ten masters. If you slap Gao Lei, I'll kill him on

the spot. Do you think I'll plot against him? "

"Mole ant, I'm not qualified for plotting!"

Chen Fei's words are crazy and arrogant, but Gao Han can't

refute them. Because what Chen Fei said is true.

Chapter 1945

But the fact that his younger brother was seriously injured and
almost died is a hard fact.

Gao Han drinks and grits her teeth: "I don't want to listen to your
nonsense. You have to be responsible for my brother's affairs."

As he spoke, Gao Han's fighting spirit burst out, and his strength
surged like a strong wind, which directly broke out the strength of



the early days of Tian level. He turned into a sweeping wind dragon,
roared in the air, and finally grabbed Chen Fei.

Gao Han nodded and said in a deep voice: "before the trial, I can't
recover from my injury. But the results didn't make much difference.
Seeing Chen Fei's strength, I know that I can't get one of those two
places. "

"Han'er, will your injury affect the trials?" Gao Zun asked.

Seeing this, Gao Han said in a voice: "Dad, I went back to my room
to heal."

"Can --" Gao Zun's face is not willing, but at last he can only sigh
and bow his head.

Gao Han shakes her head and says, "Dad, we can't provoke them.
This time, we Gao family can only give up. "

"What, too much. Who is it? It's so bold that it's up to my Gao
family. " Gao Zun is furious.

"If I can beat Chen Fei, it will be a good thing for them. Even if I
can't beat it, I can try Chen Fei's skill. By the way, it can also make a
mistake about Chen Fei's reputation. To them, my Gao family is just
a chess piece. "

Gao Han said in a deep voice: "Chen Fei did give a hand to Gao Lei,
but it was not heavy. It was someone who deliberately injured Gao
Lei and led me to fight Chen Fei. "

"Calculated?" Gao Zun's face was full of doubts.

Seeing his angry father, Gao Han shakes her head and says in a
voice, "Dad, this has nothing to do with Chen Fei. I've been
calculated. "



Gao Han's father, Gao Zun, clapped his hands on the table and said
angrily, "the boy surnamed Chen is too much. He hurt my two sons.
Does he want to fight with my Gao family?"

………

"Chen Fei, it's too arrogant. There's no one in it."

"It was Chen Fei who hurt him. He was too much. It was a
provocation to my Gao family?"

"Dashao, you are injured!"

On the other hand, Gao Han comes back to Gao's home, and the
people rush up. Seeing this, he can't help but be concerned and angry.

………

Chen Fei shook his head and said, "it's all connected with those
people. As for who they are, what's the difference for me."

"Who is it that secretly uses such dirty means?" Zhuo light language
is full of hate.

"It's someone who deliberately injured Gao Lei, and then put the
blame on me, and then attracted Gao Han to take revenge on me."

"That is to say, someone is playing tricks in the dark." Chen Fei said
in a voice, "Gao Lei's injury, you and I have the discretion, just teach
him a lesson, and will not cause such serious consequences."

At this moment, Zhuo light language came over, face still some
doubts, looking at Chen Fei, "master, you say Gao Han was taken as
a gun officer? What do you mean

Gao Han looks like she has thought of something. She asks people to
help her up and then leaves with a group of people.

With that, Chen Fei waved his hand and drank coldly, "go away!"



Hearing this, Chen Fei squinted and said, "it seems that you have
realized something. You have a hot temper, but you are not bad in
essence. I will not kill you today. However, if there is another time, I
will kill you no matter what you mean or if you are taken as a gun
officer. "

"How do you know, it's -" Gao Han was stunned, almost
instinctively wanted to say a name, but halfway through, she realized
something and then closed her mouth.

But at the moment, Chen Fei looked at the reporters shooting around,
and said faintly, "I think you are impulsive. It seems that you didn't
think about calling reporters here."

"You --" Gao Han is so angry that he wants to refute.

Hearing this, Chen Fei shook his head and said in a voice, "as I said
just now, it's not a big deal for me to kill Gao Lei or even your
family. But Gao Lei's serious injury has nothing to do with me, that
is nothing to do with me. "

Gao Han glared angrily and said, "I'm not your opponent, surnamed
Chen. But when you hurt my brother badly, I will never give up. "

When he came to Gao Han, Chen Fei was condescending, his hands
behind him, and said in a cold voice, "now, do you want to do it?"

Gao Han struggles a few times and wants to get up from the ground.
But the pain in his body made him cry and fall to the ground. I can
only gnash my teeth and look at Chen Fei with hatred.

At the moment, Chen Fei is coming.

Fall on the ground, Gao Han's mouth gushes out a mouthful of blood,
complexion instantly pale.

However, the shield of Zhenyuan, which he had just condensed,
burst apart in an instant after it was collided by Chen Fei's force, and
it was completely unable to resist. The air mass penetrates the shield



and bombards Gao Han's chest, which directly blows him out.

Seeing this, Gao Han instantly returns to her senses and runs
Zhenyuan to resist Chen Fei's attack.And just when he was shocked,
Chen Fei kept on attacking. With a flick of his fingers, he played a
ball of energy and flew away.

But now, his indignant blow was broken by Chen Fei's light palm.
Gao Han was shocked and surprised by the difference in strength.

Although Chen Fei is famous, there are many negative rumors on the
Internet. Gao Han ranked fourteenth in the trials, and thought she
was no worse than Chen Fei, who was seventh. He even thinks that
he is likely to defeat Chen Fei.

This result is not only unexpected to many journalists. It's something
Gao Han never thought of.

"How could it be?"

Cohesion of the palm wind, bang clap to the tornado, and then, "pa"
of a, extremely violent tornado, directly broken open, quickly
dissipated.

Chen Fei's right hand hovered in the air, gently clapping forward.

However, for Chen Fei, this terrible offensive is nothing more than
that.

The wild wind dragon roared, with countless sharp wind blades, as if
to cut everything in front of him.

Moreover, Gao Han, who is full of hatred at the moment, seems to
be more aggressive than usual because of his anger.

As a master of martial arts, Gao Han is only at the beginning of Tian
level, but her strength is still powerful.

The reporters behind, feeling the terrible pressure, can't help but
retreat one after another, at the same time, one by one carrying the



camera, crazy shooting.

"However, Chen Fei also showed me the strength of the younger
generation of warriors. I will continue to work hard to improve
myself. "

Smell speech, Gao Zun sighs a, complexion some dispirited, namely
swing a hand, let the servant take Gao Han to return to the room.

………
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